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Model: 22" Polar White Frameless
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Television should be an intrinsic part of the

overall design of any living space and enjoyed in 

any room regardless of environmental challenges.

A balance of elegance and substance make up 

part of our recipe for producing world class, hand 

built, high performance televisions for all

applications.

Over the past 2 decades as our portfolio has 

broadened, our global footprint and client base 

has expanded. During this time Aquavision has 

continuously succeeded to innovate and manufac-

ture exquisitely designed televisions for all

environments.

Our belief is that luxury is timeless, not throwaway, 

which is why we support all products as far back 

as 15 years.

Today, the Aquavision brand is well established 

and successful.  This fuels our passion to continue 

to produce high quality, luxury televisions.

We never compromise on quality and this is why 

we remain the number one manufacturer of in-wall 

and waterproof televisions.

In 1997 Aquavision® pioneered in-wall     
       and waterproof televisions
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Applications

Residential
Bathrooms 

Bedrooms 

Kitchens 

Living Rooms 

Cinema Rooms 

Outdoor Patios

Leisure and Commercial 
Pool and Spa Areas 

Custom Made Applications 

Stadiums 

Hospitals 

Hotels 

Boardrooms
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Model: 42" Black Classic
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Model: 32" Polar White Classic
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It is reassuring to own the genuine 
article…

Such is the case with an in-wall television by Aquavision®, where 

the originator’s guarantee ensures peace of mind.

Since creating the world’s first waterproof 

television in 1997,  Aquavision's innovation team 

have remained market leaders in the sector of 

in-wall televisions and developed a network of 

professional partners worldwide. 

 

Often copied but never equalled, purchasing 

an Aquavision means acquiring the core values 

at the heart of this very British success story: 

Ingenuity, Quality and Reliability.

Suitable for a variety of residential applications, 

Aquavision offers customers an unrivalled 

choice of sizes, styles and finishes coupled with 

an emphasis on innovative,

future proof technologies.

Specialist advice, installation expertise and 

ongoing support are merely a telephone call 

away thanks to an in-house technical team 

based at the company’s UK headquarters.

 

With this in mind, it is hardly surprising that 

Aquavision have unwittingly gained the 

reputation of being “the preferred choice of the 

professional”.
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An Aquavision® to complement every room
With screen sizes from 16" to 65" and a choice of glass colours, there is an 

Aquavision® to blend into every room setting. No cables, no visible connections, 

just a television to enhance your room design.

Once only associated with water-contact zones 

such as the bathroom and kitchen, Aquavision’s 

streamlined styling and invisible technologies 

are now increasingly prevalent throughout the 

home. An unrivalled choice of screen sizes, 

glass finishes and frame types gives the brand

a timeless quality. Making Aquavision the 

number one choice for ‘wet’ or ‘dry’ zones, 

contemporary or classical settings, new-build 

or renovation. Making the home a sanctuary 

seems to be the modern-day maxim and the 

increased number of clients investing in spa 

zones and cinema rooms are testimony to 

this. The 4K Ultra High Definition format offers 

unparalleled viewing angles and immersive 

picture depth 4 times that of regular High 

Definition.

Model: 42" Black Classic Model: 32” Polar White Frameless 
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Model: 32" Black Classic
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Stay connected in the Bathroom
Aquavision® gives you a safe, stylish escape in the haven of your bathroom. The fully waterproof 

televisions have the best viewing angles in the industry, ensuring perfect visibility from anywhere 

in the room.

The invention of the first Aquavision featuring 

waterproof speakers, a waterproof remote 

control and, of course, a waterproof screen 

coincided with a shift in mentality towards ‘the

 

bathroom’. No longer was it simply a place 

for washing and bathing; moreover a space 

to relax, recharge the batteries and embrace 

some precious ‘me-time’. Whether catching up 

on downloads, listening to favourite tracks or 

keeping up with current affairs, an Aquavision 

will transform your bathroom from a functional 

space to your own personal sanctuary.

Model: 32" Essential MirrorVision Model: 22" Essential MirrorVision
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Model: 27" Essential MirrorVision Model: 27" Black Frameless
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Model: 2x 16" Bespoke with MirrorVision+
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Model: 27" Essential MirrorVisionModel: 22" MirrorVision Classic

Model: 32" Essential MirrorVision
Model: 22" MirrorVision Frameless

Model: 22" Polar White Frameless
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Model: 42" Framaless MirrorVision+

Model: 32" Black Classic

Model: 16" Essential MirrorVision

Model: 16" Bespoke

Model: 27" Polar White Frameless
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Stay connected in the Kitchen
Aquavision® televisions offer full High Definition screens with the widest viewing angles available, 

ensuring a crystal clear image that can be seen from anywhere in the room.

After tremendous success in the Bathroom sector 

came a demand for Aquavision screens within a 

kitchen and dining environment. A trend towards 

open-plan living favoured the integration of 

audio-visual technologies into cooking and 

dining zones. Aquavision TV's are wipe clean 

and safe to be installed almost anywhere, even 

behind the hob. Current models feature Digital 

Freeview HD, USB inputs and HDMI connections, 

as well as having optional Android Smart TV 

and touch screen options. Every element of 

today's modern kitchen has been cleverly 

designed to combine luxury with functionality. 

Your Aquavision should be an intrinsic part of the 

overall design, rather than an add-on.

Model: 22" Bespoke
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Model: 27" Black Classic

Model: 27" Black Classic Model: 16" Framaless MirrorVisionModel: 22" Kitchen Range
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Model: 42" Black Frameless
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Model: 22" Bespoke in MirrorVision+
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Bespoke MirrorVision+®
Aquavision is at the forefront of the specialist audio visual sector. An increasing number of unique 

products and an unrivalled know-how make Aquavision the preferred choice of the design 

professional.

Specialists in the design of audio visual systems, 

Aquavision offers a unique bespoke service, 

incorporating any size and model of Aquavision 

screen (from 12" to 65") concealed within glass 

sections of up to 2.4m x 1.5m, providing endless 

design solutions. Incorporating MirrorVision+ 

technology, the screen can be hidden within 

what appears to be a perfect mirror with no visible 

signs of a screen when the tv is switched off, yet 

allowing the television image to be clearly seen 

when the tv is switched on. MirrorVision+ models 

are perfect for bedrooms, living rooms, studies, 

bathrooms or anywhere there is a requirement 

for a discreet, seamless television installation. 

Model: 42" Bespoke MirrorVision+ in Frame
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Stay connected Outdoors
Aquavision's new Horizon Outdoor TV has been exquisitely designed and is guaranteed to 

enhance your swimming pool, patio, garden, yacht or any other outdoor space.

Following on from Aquavision's huge success 

indoors, the Horizon range of fuly waterproof 

televisions allow you to extend your living 

space outdoors. Including in-wall, on-wall and 

free-standing options, and with a variety of 

sizes between 32" and 100", there is a Horizon 

for every application.

The Horizon incorporates world-leading 

technology including our own Comprehensive 

Thermal Management (CTM) and Advanced 

Daylight Sensing Technology (ADST), allowing 

the Horizon models to constantly monitor 

humidity & temperature, and independently 

monitor & adjust screen brightness to the  

 

optimum range for it's current environment. 

Providing complete protection against the 

elements, and able to withstand temperatures 

between -40°C (-40°F) and 110°C (230°F). So 

whether you favour sun or snow, Horizon is fully 

equipped to take on any integration challenge.

Models: 100" Horizon Outdoor Television
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Model: 32" Horizon Outdoor Television
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Selecting the most suitable Aquavision®
Selecting the correct Aquavision® model to suit each application is made simple by a few easy to follow combinations.  The 

majority of requirements are met by the Aquavision® Essential collection, just select the screen size and everything is included. 

For a more versatile or personalised system, clients are able to build their own combinations using our Extended Range. 

For more information on our Extended Range see page 23. 

The first choice for stand alone television requirements, suitable for the 

majority of applications and understandably the best seller in the range. 

Available with Genesis, Nexus, and Pinnacle systems:

• MirrorVision frameless glass

• Unique 178° viewing angle 

• Anti-mist heated screen

• Sky Link to Sky Box

• Digital Freeview Tuner

All provided in one box – simply specify a screen size:

12", 16", 22", 27", 32", 43", 55" or 65"

Aquavision Essential Range

• 2 x HDMI Inputs

• Scart connection

• Full compatibility with home audio systems

• Built in amplifier

• 2 x AVF-4 speakers and cables
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• Perfect for a stand-alone television
• Freesat HD/Freeview HD receivers

•   Discrete IR, RS232 & Full IP Control

• Freesat HD/Freeview HD receivers

• Android 6.0 Smart TV

• Freeview HD receiver

• Satelite HD receiver

• 1080p and 4K inputs Frameless Classic Silhouette

3. Glass Finishes

2. Fixing Style1. Screen Size and Features

MirrorVision®

Polar WhiteBlack

MirrorVision+®

4. Accessories*

Speakers
Aquavision can provide a 
wide variety of speakers. 
High quality and standard 
options available.

Remote Switch Panel
A waterproof and wall 
mounted solution for 
controlling the main 
television functions. No 
batteries required.

Sky Link Kit
Content from Sky can be 
viewed on the Aquavision 
and the Sky Box can be 
controled remotely.

Full range of accessories available at www.aquavision.tv

Genesis

Nexus

Pinnacle • Available in 1080p:

    12", 16", 22", 27",

    32" & 43"

• Available in 4K:    

43", 55" & 65"

• Available in 1080p:

     12" 16", 22", 27",

     32", 43", 55" & 65"

• Available in 1080p:

     12" 16", 22", 27",

     32", 43", 55" & 65"

Aquavision Extended Range
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UK Head Office and Factory
Aquavision 

Unit 2, Grosvenor Business Park, Horsfield Way, Stockport, Cheshire, SK6 2SU

Enquiries: sales@aquavision.tv

Telephone: +44 (0)161 711 1900

www.aquavision.tv

Specification & Technical Details

TUNER INPUTS AUDIO FEATURES
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Nexus Y Y Y Y Y 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y O Y Y Y - - - O O O O FHD

Pinnacle Y Y Y Y Y 3 Y Y Y Y 2 Y Y Y Y Y O Y Y Y Y - - O O O O 4K/
FHD

16" FHD 22" FHD 27" FHD 32" FHD 43" FHD 43" 4K 55" 4K 65" 4K

Frameless

Cutout (H x W x D)
322 x 448 x 50

12¾ x 17 x 2"
352 x 520 x 50
133⁄4 x 201⁄2” x 2”

437 x 656 x 50
171⁄4” x 253⁄4” x 2

517 x 790 x 60
201⁄4” x 31 x 23⁄8”

638 x 985 x 60
25” x 383⁄4” x 23⁄8

638 x 985 x 60
25” x 383⁄4” x 23⁄8

760 x 1250 x 60
30 x 49¼ x 2"

936 x 1540 x 60
36¾ x 60 x 2"

Overall
350 x 495
13¾ x 19½"

391 x 554
141⁄8” x 203⁄4”

472 x 702
175⁄8” x 261⁄4”

550 x 833
205⁄8” x 313⁄8”

670 x 1028
253⁄8” 393⁄16”

670 x 1028
253⁄8” 393⁄16”

815 x 1300
32 x 51¼"

970 x 1590
38¼" x 62

Classic

Cutout (H x W x D)
362 x 507 x 50

14¼ x 20 x 2
402 x 566 x 50

483 x 718 x 50
193⁄8” x 281⁄2”

562 x 845 x 60
221⁄2” x 333⁄4”

685 x 1043 x 60
271⁄4” 411⁄4”

685 x 1043 x 60
271⁄4” 411⁄4”

- -

Overall
371 x 516
14 x 20"

412 x 575
161⁄4” x 225⁄8”

492 x 722
193⁄8” x 281⁄2”

571 x 854
221⁄2” x 333⁄4”

692 x 1049
271⁄4” 411⁄4”

692 x 1049
271⁄4” 411⁄4”

- -

Silhouette

Overall
374 x 519 x 50

14¾ x 207/16 x 2"
415 x 578 x 50
16 x 22¾ x 2"

495 x 725 x 50
19½ x 28 x 2"

553 x 836 x 63
21 x 33 x 2½"

673 x 1031 x 63
26 x 40 x 2½"

673 x 1031 x 63
26 x 40 x 2½"

818 x 1303 x 63
32 x 51 x 2½"

973 x 1593 x 63
38" x 62 x 2½"


